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Love Rings:
From Ancient Egypt to the 19th Century
Sotheby’s Institute of Art, New York
Master’s Project 2017 Curatorial Proposal

Solah Hwang

This curatorial proposal accounts for an exhibition on the history of love rings from
the ancient Egyptian period to the 19th century. It began with the belief that the
void space in circlet objects carries more than what it seems; despite the small
size, its symbolic power is evidently weighty. This proposal was compiled with
hope to interest people in antique rings for not only their exterior value but also
for their historical significance that the rings survived to carry through the course
of histories.

Solah Hwang
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Introduction
Inspiration and Purpose
The exhibition, “Love Rings: from ancient Egypt to the 19th Century” invites the audience
to learn about the history of love rings through unique opportunities to experience the
history of love rings.

It will present total 36 images of famous paintings that allude to marriage and love and
depict their contemporary scenes with rings, 11 images of the ancient rings from the ancient
Egyptian to the Byzantine period, and 40 valuable rings from all over the world in courtesy
of museums, gallery, and connoisseurs.

For the images, high visual technology will be incorporated to install the projections and
play the pictures of the paintings on the walls, covering most of the walls in the venue
(Figure 1, Figure 2). This innovative way of presenting the images will create engaging
atmosphere and make the scholarly subject of history more approachable to the audience
from various generations.

Figure 2. Courtyard

Figure 1.
Gallery #4: The Emergence of Diamond in Love Story
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Exhibition Program
Program Overview
As the exhibition focuses on the rings that are associated with love, it is ideal to host it
around Valentine’s Day to naturally blends with the romantic atmosphere of February.
Along with the rings, the show features important paintings of couples or wedding
ceremony and amorous verses from historical documents, poems, and personal journals
that all collectively support the theme of love.

Taking place at the Sowden House in Los Angeles, California, the exhibition, ‘Love Rings:
from Ancient Egypt to the 19th Century’ will be curated within six gallery rooms which
will narrate from the origin of rings that started from Egypt to the late 19th century. The
opening hour was specially decided to be afternoon from 5 pm to 10 pm to enhance the
quality of visibility for the visual media in the venue. It would create the festive mood
around the show with cocktails available through a partnered vendor, breaking the
conventional concept of history exhibitions.

In partnership with Les Enluminures, the exhibition will arrange a gallery booth for people
to try the antique rings that are purchasable. It is intended to enable the audience to feel the
real sentiment of history and to turn people's attention to today's antique ring market. It
completes the mission for this project: providing a unique opportunity for people to
experience the history of love rings.
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Venue – the Sowden House

The Sowden House is located in the heart of Hollywood in Los Angeles, California. In
1926, Frank Lloyd Wright designed this property as a means of gift to his dear friend and
photographer John Sowden. Due to two reasons, the Sowden House seemed best suitable
for the theme of the exhibition.
For the aesthetic purpose, the architectural design of the property resembles the concept of
the exhibition. Frank Lloyd Wright conceived the idea for the Sowden House from the
pyramids of ancient Mayan civilization, an inspiration that resembles with this love ring
exhibition which starts from the Egyptian culture. As this property blends with the
contemporary culture within the Hollywood area, it meets the general aesthetic purpose of
the show, layering the value of antiquity within the modern scenes.
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Secondly, the location of the Sowden House provides many decisive factors for the
exhibition. Antique jewelry market is not exposed in Los Angeles as much as it is in New
York City. This show will be an excellent introduction for the LA residents and tourists to
explore the history of jewelry, especially rings. Even in terms of traffics, the location of
the Sowden House in Hollywood area guarantees to be optimal.
Recently, the Sowden House has hosted an exhibition with Gagosian Gallery on Adriana
Varejão, ‘Transbarroco’ which installed four-channel video work across the façade and in
the central courtyard. This event proves that the exhibition on this proposal is feasible.

Visual Media: Front Pictures with Freckled Sky
For the visual media, it has been proposed to Front Pictures which has its partnered office,
Freckled Sky, in Chicago, to collaborate in
designing

and

producing

the

video

installation works. Front Pictures was
founded in 2003 and has specialized in
finding the most creative visual and
interactive solutions for various types of

Figure 3. Multimedia Renaissance by Front Pictures

events including art exhibition. One of their recent projects, ‘Renaissance: The Age of
Genius’ (figure 3) at Art Mall in Kiev is the best example. Through the collaboration, the
exhibition is anticipated to bring the paintings from globally prominent museums through
media in the most convenient way and to support the narrative quality of the exhibition
innovatively.
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Collection

The exhibition will be primarily composed of 40 actual rings and 40 images of ancient
rings and valuable paintings that are mostly available from art institutions’ digital archive.
Only images that are approved to be regarding public domain will compose the visual parts
of the exhibition. The rings will be on loan in courtesy of organizations below.
-

The Metropolitan Museum (The Met and The Cloister), New York, US
o 8 rings

-

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, UK
o 16 rings

-

British Museum, London, US
o 3 rings

-

Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria
o 1 rings

-

Les Enluminures Gallery, Paris, France & Chicago and New York, US
o 10 rings

-

Private Collection
o 2 rings

For the loan policy, most of the museums on the list are firmly committed to their mission
statement – sharing with as many people as possible – under which they only require for
the borrower to cover the basic logistic fee from the transportation, insurance, and any
other expenses that occur for the transaction. V&A has a more specific guideline as
attached to this proposal. Calculated based on the number of objects that we pursue from
V&A’s collection, the fee is anticipated to be around 2,703 dollars.
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According to the given timeline from each institution, the proposal will be submitted in
order to confirm the availability of each object.
For the transportation, we are partnering with Malca-Amit, which is the corporation that
has a strong background in carrying the valuable materials from door to door including the
insurance fee.
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Curating Plan

Gift Shop

Exit of the Exhibition
& Photo Zone
Reception

Floorplan at the Sowden House

When people come in from the main entrance, there will be a reception area for admission.
The tickets will provide a QR code for people to download as an audio guide and the
booklet, which includes all of the labels of each object displayed in the exhibition. In this
way when people find the what interests them during the tour, they can bookmark it to ask
more in the last room of the gallery where professionals from American Society of Jewelry
would be waiting to welcome any question to help them expand their interests. Primarily
Les Enluminures will account for the gallery booth.

Room 1. Introduction to the History of Rings

The exhibition starts in a small room in which a prominent world map be projected on the
wall to provide a brief overview of the rings from the early Egyptian period to the
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Byzantine period (6-7th century AD). The labels will appear between the interims of
picture rotations.
Although it was the Egyptian culture that initiated to use the circle of a ring as a symbol of
eternal life or eternal love, what continuously appeared throughout the history of love rings
in future generations was from the Roman period. For that matter, the gallery mostly
emphasizes on the Roman rings. By displaying the rings that have the same motif in
Byzantine period (6-7th century AD), the audience will be able to grasp the importance of
the Roman culture for the history of rings. Also, the image that shows the ceremony of the
Roman wedding will also account for the ‘Dextrarum Iunctio’ motif which was for bride
and groom joining their hands together, later called ‘fede’ rings. The exhibition starts in a
small room in which a prominent world map be projected on the wall to provide a brief
overview of the rings from the early Egyptian period to the Byzantine period (6-7th century
AD). The labels will appear between the interims of picture
rotations.
Although it was the Egyptian culture that initiated to use
the circle of a ring as a symbol of eternal life or eternal love,
what continuously appeared throughout the history of love
rings in future generations was from the Roman period. For
that matter, the gallery mostly emphasizes on the Roman

Figure 4. Fragment of a Painted
Mummy Shroud, Roman Egyptian,
late 2nd- 3rd Century (IMG. 13)

rings. By displaying the rings that have the same motif in Byzantine period (6-7th century
AD), the audience will be able to grasp the importance of the Roman culture for the history
of rings. Also, the image that shows the ceremony of the Roman wedding will also account
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for the ‘Dextrarum Iunctio’ motif which was for bride and groom joining their hands
together, later called ‘fede’ rings.

Room 2. 1200 – 1500: Re-emergence of Betrothal Rings
After the general overview of the love rings from the ancient periods, the audience will be
exposed to learn about the different styles of love rings in the middle ages. The custom of
giving engagement rings was not practiced during the Dark Ages and reappeared when
Pope III declared a waiting period between a betrothal and the marriage ceremony. The
pictures of Pope III around the room will support his influence over the re-emergence of
engagement rings.
The second wall will play a text from ‘The Art of Courtly Love,’ written by Andreas
Capellanus in 1230. Because it describes ring as one of the objects that should be gifted to
a woman as a love-token, it fits well for
the second room which begins to display
the

actual

rings

and

shows

more

specialized rings for couples. Along with
the picture of a portrait by Hans Memling
(figure 5), on the wall will be featured the
texts that were often inscribed on the

Figure 5. Portrait of Tommaso di Folco Portinari and Maria
Portinari, Hans Memling, 1470. (IMG. 17)

hoops, so-called posy rings. The rings will be categorized according to different motifs:
fede rings, religious motif with inscriptions, and others with intaglio and cabochon.

Room 3. Jewish Wedding Rings
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The third room is entirely dedicated to Jewish wedding rings from 14th to late 19th century,
featuring Rembrandt’s The Jewish Bride (IMG. 20) and the painting of Jewish Wedding
by Delacroix (IMG. 19). On the other wall, the images of Jewish Couple contracts,
Ketubah, will be on view as well. Through the seven rings in this room, the audience will
be able to learn the essential motifs that commonly appeared in the wedding rings among
the Jews: the Jewish temple rooftop set and a frieze of openwork filigree bosses (figure 6).
In order to provide better views in detail to those motifs, it
will be visually appealing to the audience if we employ a
video that enlarges the construct of rings, especially the
house part. This way of projecting will bring viewers closer
to the objects, allowing them to grasp the delicate design of

Figure 6. Jewish Wedding rings
(IMG. 12, 14)

the Jewish wedding rings. Through the audio guide, viewers will also learn that
traditionally the Jewish brides wore their wedding rings on their right index fingers to
secure exposure (detail information available in the curatorial essay).

Room 4. The Emergence of Diamond in Love Story
This room specially highlights a story of a couple, Mary of Burgundy, daughter of Charles
the Bold and Maximilian, son of Frederick III. They are most likely believed to be the first
couple that exchanged a diamond ring for their marriage.
On the main wall, the portraits of Mary of Burgundy and Archduke Maximilian will be
presented respectively facing one another. The paintings that illustrate their wedding scene
will be featured around the room, accounting for their grand wedding, while Mary of
Burgundy’s Book of Hour covers another wall.
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In the center of the room, the rings will be displayed, centralizing the Mary of Burgundy’s
first diamond ring which has 11 diamonds set in a shape of her initial, 'M.' Five other rings
with diamonds will be on view as well to complement the beginning history of diamonds;
diamond was used for a ring setting in the early years (R.19), but was not connected with
marriage, but more with one’s social status and wealth; one of the smallest diamond rings
(R. 23) was for a little girl as its inscription says, "this spark will grow." Other rings
exemplify how the diamond started to appear more often as the technique with diamonds
developed.
Across the images, the quotes from the contemporary documents will be animatedly
played. Maximilian I’s description of Mary of Burgundy will help the audience to learn
that their marriage was not entirely out of the national alliance, but their emotional
attachment did exist. The quote, “At the betrothal, your Grace must have a ring set with a
diamond and also a gold ring” signifies the context of the ‘M’ diamond ring, accounting
for the general contemporary conception towards diamond.

Room 5. From the Renaissance to the 19th Century
Starting with a playful painting by Schall (IMG.33), this room will project the diversity of
ring styles that flourished during the period from the 16th to the 19th century. With a
triangular-shaped showcase stand, the rings will be sorted into different mottoes: Heart
motif, Gimmel Rings, Exquisite styles, and more daily simple gold rings which include
posy rings.
Other portrait paintings will illustrate the beautiful styles of rings (IMG.29, 32) and
different fingers they wore for the wedding ring (IMG. 30, 31). As the visual media show
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the enlarged image of each portrait’s hands, it will be interesting for the audience to
compare the rings in the paintings with those on display.
Also, the inscriptions on the rings will be featured on the walls as well such as 'I long to
have but blush to crave’ (R.25), and ‘Providence divine hath made thee mine’ (R. 24).
While people explore the diverse styles of the rings from one of the most glorious periods
in history, the romantic and poetic phrases will provoke sympathy, creating connections
with the audience.

Room 6. Behind Scenes: The Craftsmanship of Goldsmiths
Goldsmith becomes another critical subject to discuss regarding the history of love rings.
Many paintings, especially from the late middle ages to the Renaissance period, depict
goldsmiths, quite often in their workshops. This room will articulate the insights that those
paintings provide.
Three paintings of goldsmiths in their workshops will provide the
audience a better guidance to understand their professions as they
each reflect different perspectives; working with other
metalworkers (IMG.36), co-operating with his wife (IMG.34),
greeting the clients (IMG.35). By placing each painting on the
different wall, the audio guide will walk the audience through the

Figure 7. Portrait of a Young
Woman (IMG.37)

stories. After these three paintings, the painting on each wall will change to different
pictures that speak for the sketch they made (IMG.38), the casket of magnificent jewels
(IMG.39), and the portrait of non-goldsmiths that allude to the goldsmiths (figure 7); the
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young woman in a black dress is holding a ring to pay a homage to her dead husband whose
profession was goldsmith.

Room 7: Exit & Photo Zone
On the way out, one wall will be designed to briefly summarize how today’s rings started
to become commercialized due to three factors (elaborated in the curatorial essay). It will
conclude the history of love rings from ancient Egyptian culture to the 19th century
European and defines the antique rings as those that were created by goldsmiths' delicate
craftsmanship during these long periods of history.

For the rest of the walls in this last room, Front Pictures will cooperate to conceive an idea
with creative images. As for now, it could utilize all of the images of paintings and rings
that were featured throughout this exhibition.

Gallery Booth Area
After the exhibition, people will be guided to visit another small room which Les
Enluminures will take a primary role to coordinate. Les Enluminures is a gallery that
specializes in manuscripts and miniatures from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, and
rings and jewelry from the same periods. They take this exhibition as a great opportunity
to expose the antique jewelry market and cultivate new potential clients in Los Angeles
where they have not been actively introduced to.

The mobile booklet that people are encouraged to download at the beginning of the
exhibition through the QR code will also mark those rings that belong to Les Enluminures's
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inventory and purchasable. The little room at the corner of the Sowden House appears to
be appropriate for this occasion, which requires a private sentiment; the potential clients
would appreciate privacy. Employing a strict regulation for the access to this gallery area
will be necessary as for the gallery to keep this space manageable from the crowd. Creating
time slots for people to sign up and limiting the number of people in the room will be one
of the solutions.
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Business Side
Marketing

Preview Night
The preview night will be open from 5 pm only to the limited number of guests who have
registered in advance, the VIP members from the partnered museums and gallery, and
particularly invited social influencers and press editors. Thus, they will be able to enjoy the
exhibitions more in-depth without too much traffic.

While the complimentary cocktails and finger foods will be served around the courtyard
and the living room, the bar and restaurant which a partnered vendor will operate for this
exhibition will offer other high-quality drinks and snacks.

Around 8 pm, Dr. Hindman will be welcomed to the stage, the center of the courtyard, to
give a special talk regarding the history of rings. Dr. Hindman, as the founder of Les
Enluminures and writer of numerous catalogs on medieval rings, she will be able to share
her scholarly perspective of ring histories as well as her practical experiences with
collecting antique jewelry. This talk with Dr. Hindman will be composed with hope to
interest the guests more in the history of rings and in the aspect of possessing these
centuries-old rings.

On the way exiting the venue, the guests will receive a thank-you package which consists
of a catalog of the exhibition, a postcard, and a booklet from Les Enluminures.
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Gift Shop
Next to the reception area in the living room, a gift shop will be open. The souvenir goods
will range from the postcards, tote bags to books about the history of jewelry and the novels
by Sir Walter Scott whose writing is well known to articulate the beauty of antiquity so
well that many antiquity collectors have been inspired from his books.
Our partnered agency, Micha Weidmann Studio will account for the design products.

Advertisement
A website will be available to RSVP and find more information about the history of rings
that the show curates. It will be launched three weeks in prior to the opening. The website
will be viral through the participating museums’ social media accounts and Artnet for the
digital advertising and customized content editorial.

Digital advertising mock-up on artnet News
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Press Release
Press release will be released periodically; first, 3 months before, second, 1 month before,
third, 2 weeks before the event, and the last one, after the preview night. The coverage will
be secured as we optimize the networks of our museum partners, gallery partner, and the
media partner. The following press release is drafted on behalf of Les Enluminures.
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LES ENLUMINURES
LOVE RINGS: FROM ANCIENT EGYPT TO THE 19th CENTURY
[November 1, YYYY]

"Love Rings: from Ancient Egypt to the 19th century," installation view at The John Sowden House, Los
Angeles. Artwork © Les Enluminures by ShootArt LA.

Les Enluminures is pleased to announce its participation in a unique collaborative
exhibition at the legendary John Sowden House in Los Angeles. This exhibition narrates a
full history of love rings from ancient Egypt to the 19th century. The exhibition not only
presents the rings from the prominent museums over the world but also the video
projections installed across the façade and in the central courtyard and each gallery of the
exhibition. As the viewers explore the beauty of antique rings, they will also gain a new
perspective of rings as one of the most powerful objects in spite of the material sizes. The
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interesting history of diamond ring is highlighted with the story of Mary of Burgundy and
Maximilian I of Austria in the late 15th century.
This is very exciting exhibition for Les Enluminures to witness the centuries-old rings that
we specialize interplaying with the modern technology.
Due to the limited space at the Sowden House, it is highly recommended to make a
reservation through the website: www.exhibitionloverings.com
The exhibition will be open for whole February from 5 pm – 10 pm.

"Diamond Room, featuring a historical marriage of Mary of Burgundy with Maximilian
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Finance

Cost
The venue and the visual media production will generate the major expense for this
exhibition. The Sowden House is currently on the market with a pending amount of
$4,698,0001. Based on this price, the rental fee was presumed to be roughly around $25,000
– $30,000 per month. As to include both installation and de-installation period, 2-month
rental has been taken account to estimate the cost. For the visual media production, Front
Pictures’s US agency, Freckled Sky has provided their guideline on the commission fee.
Based on the guideline, it could be more than $146,500; however, because this exhibition
is a great opportunity for them to demonstrate their capabilities of narrating the historical
documents and paintings from the international museums by exploiting innovative
techniques, the agency is to consider to deduct 40% of the total commission fee by
courtesy.
Malca-Amit, which offers door-to-door logistic services for valuable objects such as
diamond and jewelry around the world, has given a rough quote for shipments. As one of
the managers at Malca-Amit explained, the monetary value of the total objects to be
delivered and their shipping locations are primarily factors to calculate the fee. Their
service includes delivering from door-to-door and insurance.

1

Leitereg, Neal J.
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Category
Total Cost EST
Cost_At the Venue
Venue

Details

$ USD
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

324,124.71
212,744.71
56,375.00
50,000.00
6,375.00
7,500.00
146,500.00

3-foot soft daylight LED Line Voltage
Miniature mr11 Low Voltage
5-6 stands needed
Ring holder ($2.61x30)
Leatherette Riser Set Black ($13.08x5)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,050.41
1,000.00
50.41
1,319.30
244.00
231.60
700.00
78.30
65.40

Cost_Outside the Venue
Traveling Expense
Flights + Accomodations for 4 main staffs from NYC
- airbnb for 45 days
- flight (for at least 3 people from NYC)
- expenses during the stay (car rent, food, etc) for 3 people
Manpower
- Guards
9 guards
- Staff
10 staffs
- Volunteers (Interns) 5 from SIA LA
- Docents
Volunteers from American Society of Jewelry Historian

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

61,380.00
11,700.00
2,500.00
1,200.00
8,000.00
49,680.00
22,680.00
27,000.00
-

Cost_Marketing
Photo shoot
Website
Design

$
$
$

50,000.00
2,000.00
$100.00
15,000.00

$
$
$

8,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00

$
$

25,000.00
25,000.00

Shipping
Visual Media Design

Audio Guide

The Sowden House - 2 months
- includes electicity & internet access & insurance
Extra Security System: $850 for 4 camera/ mo
Malca -Amit
Front Pictures
- includes design & equipment rentals & installation fee
- 100,000 (initial) + 600*m2 (projection size)
Production Fee
- recording commission fee
- QR code generator fee (a-month plan)

Display & Furniture
Lighting
Showcase Stand
Probs for Rings

Preview Night
(for one night)

Communications
Digital Advertising

Press Releases

Shootart Agency
Domain for two months
Micha Weidmann Studio
- Designing the poster image
- Including the souvenir goods
: (tote bags, post cards, catalogue designs)
Wine & Catering
Gusbourne
Deborah Miller Catering
- Includes serving, bartenders fee
artnet (partnership for 6 weeks)
- Custom content editorial
- Digital Ads on artnet pages and newsletter; US GEO target
- Instagram posting
- Through museum partners' networks
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$

-

Revenue
The admission fee will be $20; as far as the venue’s maximum capacity is around 200, the
total number of visitors during the show in February would be nearly or more than 6,000.
The admission revenue from about 20% of total visitors is excluded in the calculation as to
consider the possibility of a free guest pass and special invitation.
Sponsorship will be secured through total 21 sources, which range from the private
corporation that primarily deal with high-value objects, such as jewelry, and to the local
antique galleries. According to the size of their sponsorships, they will be featured in
different ways.
-

More than 10,000 will have their brand’s names shown on the last wall in the

exhibition. Also, their brand promotion will be featured in the digital catalog that
people will download through the QR code. Also, includes subordinate offers.
-

Between 5,000 and 10,000 will have their brand’s names shown on the last wall.

Also, includes subordinate offers.
- Below 5,000 will have coverage on the exhibition’s catalog. The size of the coverage
will differ but will be negotiable.
The estimated financial statement indicates that with the successful sponsorships there
could be approximately $65K profit. Through continuous discussions with participating
institutions, the remain will be bestowed to organizations that contribute to the study of
antiquity.
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Category
Revenue EST
Entrance Fee ($20)
Sponsors

LA antique and
interior design
galleries

Gift Shop

Details

$ USD
EST visitors: 6000

Front Pictures
Sotheby's
Les Enluminures
Opus One Winery
Private Investors
1st Dibs
Jewelers Muture
bouchaine
U.S. Trust
Quintessentially Group
Malca-Amit
Sotheby's Real Estate
The Magazine Antiquities
Gusbourne
Variance
JF Chen Antiques
Obsolete
Galerie Half
Hallworth
The Vintageweave Interiors
Love seat
Products are designed with Micha Weidmann Studio
Exhibition Catalogues ($35 for each, EST: 350 pieces to be sold)
Tote Bags ($20 for each, EST: 500 bags to be sold)
Post Cards
Other book sale (in average, $20 per book, EST: 250 books to be sold)
: Ring catalogue books & novels by Sir Walter Scott)
- Supply is sponsored from Amazon Book
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

389,850.00
96,000.00
268,600.00
58,600.00
25,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
11,000.00
11,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
4,000.00
3,500.00
3,500.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

25,250.00
12,250.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00

Curatorial Essay
Introduction

It is no exaggeration to count on finger-rings as one of the smallest, but most
important objects that carry diverse and valuable histories of more than four thousand years.
What makes the ring more interesting comes from its natural wearability, the simple
structure, and various symbolisms.
Due to the portability and lightness, a ring was easily worn, attached to the fingers
for a long time of days. The fact that a massive number of rings was discovered when the
railroad construction was in full swing and the metal detector was developed hints the
possibility that people were carrying the rings mostly and often lost them. It is intriguing
to study how the styles of ring varied over the centuries while maintaining its basic
structure of the hoop and the bezel. It appears that along with the styles, the meanings and
significance that people input has varied as well. On top of lots of other symbols that rings
have represented, the eternal love has been strongly attached. Because not only that it has
been the standard subject for the rings, but also that it remains and influences today’s
jewelry market overtly, it is apparently an interesting topic to look at rings. Starting from
what rings meant to ancient Egyptian to the 19th-century rings, the significant motifs that
were exploited for love rings and the paintings that support the contemporary wedding
scenes or historical episode will be narrated through this essay.
It has been commonly accepted that the history of the ring is rooted in the Egyptian
culture from about the middle of the XII dynasty. Until the metal bezel came into fashion,
the early rings were of swivel forms made with reeds, grass, or twigs. They also used bone,
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leather, and ivory to create rings, which were often discovered in the ancient Egyptian
tombs. The discoveries from the Egyptian tombs indicate that they started to use metal to
engrave on the bezel for rings in the beginning of the 18th dynasty. The record that the
Egyptian considered ring as a symbol of eternality, eternal love as it has no end makes
sense with the strong Egyptian culture with the afterlife.
Although no evidence precisely explains whether
giving a marriage ring was a common custom in the early
Greek (300 BC), many different types of love rings
support that they used rings as love tokens. They used
mythical scenes to imbue the rings with the meaning of
love. One of the popular concepts was the Heracles or

Figure 8.
Gilded copper ring with
Eros
Classical Greek,
Hellenistic, 350 - 300
B.C. (IMG.2)

Figure 9. Gold
Ring with a
Herakles-knot
bezel
Hellenistic, 300
B.C. (IMG.3)

Hercules knot (Figure 8) to allude to the untying of the bride’s garment by the bridegroom
on marriage. Also, relief depicting Eros with or without (Figure 9) his mother Aphrodite
probably another popular theme to imply the love, given Aphrodite is the goddess of Love.
Many Greek couples would offer their jewelry dedicated to Aphrodite to secure a husband

Figure 10. Painted terracotta sarcophagus of Seianti Hanunia Tlesnasa.
Etruscan, Italy 250 BC- 150 BC (IMG.14)
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Figure 11. detail

or a lover. The custom of exchanging wedding rings appears to have more firmly
established through the Roman culture. The poet Ovid’s writing on rings, ‘that art to
encircle the fingers of my fair lady in which naught is of value save the giver’s love’
(Amores, II, 15) accounts for the love rings in Roman history. Later his quote seemingly
has inspired one of the common text that was engraved on the hoops: ACCIPE DULCIS
MULTIS ANNIS, meaning ‘Accept this dear for many a year.’2 Until the first century AD,
the Roman engagement rings were made with irons, called Anulus Pronubus.3 Pliny the
Elder explicitly says that a simple iron ring without gem was used as a promising token
during the betrothal event. It has been studied that the Romans would exchange the simple
format of an iron ring during the marriage ceremony, and when they go home, the groom
would present to the bride with another ring that has a key shape on the bezel part, called
a key ring. The key ring shows that marriage for the Romans involved a sense of possession
because giving a key ring also meant allowing access to the man’s heart or property. An
Etruscan lady whose name was Seianti Thanunia on a terracotta sarcophagus is wearing a
key-ring on the middle joint of the fourth finger of her left hand (Figure 10, 11). The early
key rings had to be made with bronze according to the part of custom and were barely worn
for daily.
The reason for using iron was that
the gold rings were specially reserved for
certain noble classes or occasions. The
restriction lasted until Augustus changed

2
3

Scarisbrick, Diana (P.59)
Marshall, F. Henry, (Introduction, P.21)
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Figure 11. A Roman Gold
Marriage Ring
Rome, Circa 3rd Century
AD (IMG.7)

Figure 12. Wedding Ring
Rome, 3rd Century AD
(IMG.8)

and renounced to allow all physicians to wear gold rings so that the gold rings were able to
flourish during this period. Not only with Pliny’s testimony, but also with Tertullian’s
remarks on the transition from the iron rings to gold rings, we can be assured that the
Roman had strong sentiment for the betrothal ceremony with rings; Tertullian explained
that the gold ring was not widely used as betrothal token until 2nd – 3rd century AD. 4 As
the technique with metal bezel developed, the Romans appeared to have adopted a new
motif which has been inspired by the Roman wedding ceremony and leave a vast influence
over the history of rings for the later centuries. The motif is called Dextrarum Iunctio and
depicts two clasped hands, alluding to part of the wedding ceremony during which the
couple simply joined their hands together (Figure 11). From this custom of the wedding
ceremony, the design of clasped hands became very obvious motif to identify the wedding
rings. Along with the motif, the inscriptions that are engraved on the hoops of the rings are
substantial evidence to notice the rings as betrothal rings such as ‘honey’ or ‘sweetheart’
could be found on the metal bezel or hard stones. Additionally, rings that depict busts of
man and woman facing each other evidently symbolized marriage (Figure 12) with a word
like ‘Vow or ‘Harmony’ inscribed.
Similar motifs from the Roman period can be noticed in the rings of the Byzantine
period – such as dextrarum iunctio, joining hands (img. 10) –
but the Byzantine rings are more associated with religious
scenes as the bezel depicts full-length figures standing before
Christ who was believed to bestow the marriage rite
rightfully. A Byzantine gold finger-ring (Figure 13) from 6th
4

Marshall, F. Henry, (Introduction, P.22)
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Figure 13. Gold signet-ring
Byzantine, 6-7th century AD
(IMG.9)

-7th century AD has a flat octagonal bezel which depicts four standing figures: Christ
blessing the bridegroom and Virgin the bride. Below the figures, the inscription says,
Omonya, translating harmony or concord. The octagonal hoop consists of eight flat
surfaces, each depicting scenes from the life of Christ: Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity,
Presentation in the Temple, Adoration, Crucifixion, and Angel at the Tomb.
Following after the Roman Empire collapsed, Dark Ages was not an exciting period
to wear sparkling jewels. Naturally, the custom of engagement rings disappeared, though
it was revived when Pope Innocent III (IMG.15, 16) officialized a tradition of having a
waiting period between betrothal and marriage. Under his tenure, the 51st Canon of the
Fourth Lateran Council (1215) stated as follow:
“[F]ollowing in the footsteps of our predecessors, we strictly forbid clandestine
marriages, also forbidding any priest from presuming to participate in them.
Therefore, extending generally to all places the custom of some places, we decree
that when marriages are to be contracted, they shall be proclaimed publicly in the
church by the priests, and that an appropriate time be set within which anyone who
wishes to and can may bring forward a lawful impediment. Regardless of whether
this happens, the same priests shall investigate whether any impediment exists.
When a probable conjecture appears against the joining, let the contract expressly
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be forbidden until it can clearly be established by documentary evidence what ought
to be done about it.” 5
In compliance with his rule, betrothal ring became important as a token for a
couple’s pledge to marry. It was also necessary for a woman to wear as it showed she was
promised to another.
The style of the dextrarum iunctio, rings with clasped hands, from the Roman
period, reappeared in the middle ages, later called fede by 19th-century collectors.
Although the design of motif varied across the time and circumstances, the fundamental
concept of depicting two hands together remained and continued for the next six hundred
years. While simple fede rings would have the joining hands as the main bezel (figure 14),
some rings used the motif for the base of the hoop and set with a
gem for the bezel.6 In addition to the fede motif, the inscriptions
on the hoop are great sources to identify ring’s connection with
Figure 14. Gold Fede Ring
England, 15th Century
(R.3)

marriage. The rings that use this motto are called ‘posy (from
‘poesy’ or poetry) rings’ as posies meaning little poems, carrying

a sense of talisman. The words were usually in French and Latin because they were the top
two international language among the elite in Western Europe during the medieval period
from 1200s to 1500s. According to John Evans who published, ‘English Posies and Posy
Rings’ based on a massive collection of posy rings from his father and other collectors,
posies were usually written in Lombardic, black-letter, roman capitals, or italic and often

5
6

"English & Lateran Council Legislation."
Scarisbrick, Diana (P.66)
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inspired by manuscript and printed repertoires.7 Typical amatory phrases for posy rings
would be ‘you have my heart’; ‘My heart belongs to you’; ‘Fortunes wishes it’; and ‘Wear
this for me.’ Such repetition found on many posy rings suggests that goldsmiths probably
carried a stock of posy rings that already had ordinary phrases engraved. The gold ring
with a polished cabochon sapphire (figure 15) on the bezel is
decorated with the hoop inscribed, ‘Ave Maria Gracia,’ translating
Hail Mary Full of Grace and ‘Amor Vinci[t] O[m]nia’ Love
Conquers All. Those who could afford would personally
commission goldsmiths to design with customized letters.
In the late medieval period, the gimmel ring emerged as

Figure 15. Gold ring set with a
cabochon sapphire
Europe, c. 1200-1300 (R.1)

another innovation in the ring styles. The word ‘gimmel’ is from the Latin gemellus,
meaning twin. Sometimes they were given in friendship but mostly were gifted as lovertokens. The structure of gimmel rings includes more than two bezels and hoops, allowing
them to be folded and unfolded and alluding to a sense of
harmony. One of the early gimmel rings is stored in the
British Museum (Figure 16). It is studied to be a half of
Figure 16. Late Medieval Gimmel Ring
Late Medieval Period (R.7)

the gimmel ring with the image of the Angel Gabriel

engraved on the bezel.8 While accompanying religious theme, the rings from the middle
ages continue to become diversified as the technique with different gems developed for the
next centuries. Although it has been documented in a Sanskrit manuscript that the first
diamonds were discovered around 320-296 BC., they were not commonly used as much as

7
8

Evans, Joan
Scarisbrick, Diana (P.71)
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other gems because they necessitated an exceptional level of
gem cutting technique for designed rings. This accounts for the
rarity and expensiveness. Only specific group of a class would
wear jewelry with diamonds as to show their wealth and social
status (figure 17).

Figure 17. Octahedral
Diamond Ring
Rome, 3rd early - 4th
Century

In historical documents, diamond first appeared in the wedding scene in 1477
when Mary of Burgundy, a daughter of Charles the Bold, was announced to marry
Maximilian of Austria (later Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian I). When their
engagement became official after Charles the Bold approved, Maximilian, sent a
diamond ring to Mary with a letter, promising for the marriage. Unromantically, the idea
of the diamond ring came from Maximilian’s advisers who thought of it as an efficient
means to impress Mary and her father. Because having Mary of Burgundy as a wife
meant so much for Austria as a country in general, it was very important to execute this
marriage. R. W. Seton Watson describes the wedding as a “famous event, whose results
are still to be traced in the political conditions of Europe,”9 supporting their marriage as a
historically significant incident. It is recorded that a few months before the ceremony, the
adviser told him: “at the betrothal, your Grace must have a ring set with a diamond and
also a gold ring.10” As a sign of agreement, Mary also sent him a letter, expressing her
appreciation. Charles the Bold passed away right before their wedding, inheriting all the
territories to Mary. This meant that through their marriage Austrian territories would be
merged with major territories in France. Of course, France was not happy with this

9

Seton-Watson, R. W. (P.9)
Kunz, George F. (P.235)
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marriage, or alliance. For this aspect, their wedding carried a lot of remarkable meanings
for both countries and eventually resulted many wars and controversies after their
marriage. Such historical context suggests that that their marriage was more out of
alliance purpose, but a confidential letter that Maximilian I sent to his friend exposes a
hint of romance in their relationship and their happy marriage life: “I have a lovely good
virtuous wife … snow white complexion, brown hair and gray eyes, pretty and bright …
The mouth is rather high, yet clear and red …"11 There are many etchings and paintings
that depict their wedding ceremony scenes (IMG 26-28). Unfortunately, due to a sudden
death from the horse riding accident, Mary of Burgundy’s marriage life only lasted for 5
years. A few years later, Maximilian remarried, but sophisticatedly decorated tomb of
Mary of Burgundy seems to indicate his special affection for her.
The fact that diamond was specifically recommended as a means to impress
someone accounts for the contemporary value of diamond; some documents that he was
in debt after purchasing the diamond betrothal ring for Mary of Burgundy. Although
diamond wedding ring did not become a commonplace until the 20th century, the episode
of Mary of Burgundy and Duke of Maximilian I did encourage the noble class to use
diamonds for their betrothal rings.
Jewish marriage rings unrolled a different dimension in the globe of love rings.
Although the custom of exchanging betrothal rings among the Jews began as early as the
8th and 9th century in Babylonia, due to the continuous exodus of the Jews, it is difficult
to trace the authenticity and provenance of Jewish rings. However, there is clarity to
distinguish the characteristics of the Jewish wedding rings.

11

Seton-Watson, R. W (P.14)
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The Jewish wedding rings were strictly affected by Halakha which is the collective
body of Jewish religious law that has been built since 500 BCE. Halakha specifically states
the requirements for the Jewish wedding ceremony. In terms of the rings, it articulates that
the metal should be as simple as possible, though, gold is preferred without precious
gemstones. It says the reason is to make sure that the bride does not misunderstand about
the groom through the secular material. Halakha seems to consider that ring should be the
minimum instrument for the wedding ceremony. Instead of color stones, architectural
designs are distinctively noticeable in a shape of house or filigree decoration. The house
shape above the ring was an important theme in the Jewish wedding rings because they
alluded to the Temple of Jerusalem and, for a further account, the house the couple would
build and live together (R 13, 15). On some rings, the gable roofs on the house can be lifted
up to uncover the words inscribed inside (R 11, 13). The words were usually intended to
message good wishes in Hebrew, Mazal Tov (Good Luck), which was part of Ashkenazi
tradition. 12 Another type has from one to three lines of filigree bosses on the hoops without
the architectural bezel. Such cases included the Hebrew inscription inside the hoops (R 12,
15).
In spite of universal concept of ‘ring finger,’ Jewish bride is required to wear the
wedding ring on her right forefinger which is one of the most active fingers. It was
considered seriously for the bride to have as many witnesses as possible for the sign of
betrothal.
From the 16th century to the 19th century, the rings become most diversified than
ever so that this period can be called the most romantic time in ring history. All of the three

12

Scarisbrick, Diana (P.113)
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significant motifs – fede, posy, and gimmel – that were majorly popular during the 12th –
15th century continued to be favorable throughout the Renaissance times. Although they
respectively remained simple and preferred in basic form – especially posy rings were
trendy in England around 17th -18th century (R. 24-25) – gimmel rings appear to integrate
all of the motifs into one ring. The religious images were rarely depicted on the bezel,
though, the inscriptions still imply the influence of Christianity.
Continuing its popularity from the 15th century, the gimmel ring becomes more
elaborated during the Renaissance by employing the multiple hoops and designing more
sculpturally with details. Also, they would use different colors of stones to contrast. The
gimmel ring (figure 18) has a shape of a heart at the front with gold, enamel, and diamond.
Each hoop is inscribed with different messages in German:
“MEIN. AN.FANCK. VND. ENDE.”
(My beginning and end);
“WAS. GOTT. ZVSAMEN. FVGET. SOLL.”
(What God has joined together should);
“KEIN. MENSCH. SCHEIDEN.”
(No man put asunder)

When the hoops are closed, the hands become clasped, encircling the

Figure 18 Gimmel Ring
with heart and fede
motif
Germany, 1600-1650
(R.26)

heart. The quotations were frequently from the Bible as to emphasize the inseparable
sentiment of Christian marriage.
One of the contemporary popular themes, memento mori, was absorbed into
betrothal rings. It was arranged with the figures of a baby and a skeleton, collectively
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symbolizing the ephemeral nature of humankind, reflecting a biblical message which says:
‘We brought nothing into this world and it is certain that we carry nothing out’ (Timothy
6:7 and Job 1:21). In contrast to death and life theme, some rings used a figure of a dog as
it represented marital fidelity and loyalty (Figure 21). The fashion of dog’s symbol is also
shown in Jan van Eyck’s Portrait of Arnolfini couple (figure 19) and Lavinia Fontana’s
Portrait of Ginevra Aldrovandi Hercolani (figure 20), who is holding to a dog’s leg and

Figure 19. The Portrait of Giovanni
Arnolfini and his Wife
Jan van Eyck, 1434
London National Gallery, NG 186

Figure 20. Portrait of Ginevra
Aldrovandi Hercolani
Lavinia Fontana, 1590s
The National Museum of Women
in the Arts, 37.1915

Figure 21. A Gold Ring
with Playful Sculpted Dogs
Western Europe (Italy),
mid-16th Century (R.36)

wearing a wedding ring.
Another type was masquerade motif whose exterior appearances are not quite
romantically appealing. Oddly this was the intention for this kind of design. In the 18th
century, Europe masquerade balls were in fashion. For such festive occasions, goldsmiths
developed light-hearted designs for rings and earrings with a masked woman as a symbol
of love. The secret message was hidden inside or under the bezel of the ring, only allowing
the wearer to recognize. One of the masquerade rings bears an inscription as: ‘TAL QVAL
ME MIRI, IO FVI SEMPRE PER TE,' translating to 'To you I have always been as I saw
myself' (R. 38). Along with the other gems, diamonds were becoming to be more common
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for the wedding ring as it is conspicuously shown in the Portrait of Eleanor of Toledo
(IMG.30); she is wearing a big diamond ring on her index finger. As Mary, Queen of Scots
is wearing the wedding ring on her fourth finger (IMG.31), the most commonly known to
be the ring finger, it was not consistent throughout times. While the wedding rings were
either the fourth finger or second finger, we notice through the portraits (IMG 29, 32) that
no matter how many rings they would wear, they kept the middle finger unornamented.
Pliny the Elder said although people could stock up the rings on all index, fourth, and little
fingers, it was a norm to leave the middle finger excepted. 13
Rings do not only appear in the portraits of the noble classes, but also in the portrait
of goldsmiths and the paintings of their workshops. From the ecclesiastical metalwork to
the secular objects, goldsmiths had played critical roles throughout the history. Goldsmiths
did not only deal with jewelry as this essay focused on; they crafted any gold or precious
metals into various objects including goblets, everyday utensils, religious or ceremonial
materials. Goldsmiths began to be more professionally admired for taking a big part of
iconographic gold works for Church in the early 12th century. Then very soon the guilds
were established and proliferated in London and Paris. They passed down their delicate
craftsmanship through generations and entered the most glorious period of their history:
Renaissance period. Through the active trade systems, the guilds were able to flourish.
Moreover, among the noble societies, it was a commonplace to patronize artists including
goldsmiths. One of the popular contemporary goldsmith and patron of goldsmiths was St.
Eloy or Eligius who was depicted in many paintings one of which is by Niklaus Manuel
(IMG.36). It captures the interior scenes of the workshops, revealing numerous tools they
13

Pliny the Elder, 33
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used and works they produced; St. Eloys in red with a hammer and two other metalworkers
working on decorating designs on the metal objects. Petrus Christus illustrated a workshop
at where Mary of Guelders and James II, King of Scots are buying their wedding ring; the
ring is placed on the scale. A recent study suggests that the workshop belongs to Willem
van Vleuten, a Bruges goldsmith who worked for Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy,
disagreeing with the former analysis that interpreted the figure as St. Eloys.
Even though the rings, as well as jewelry and other metal works, are still
appreciated as one of the most important and symbolic matters, the process of production
had turned into a different direction after when diamonds started to be more
commercialized due to the abundant surplus from South Africa. New mechanical
technology emerged in terms of collet setting and later laser, enabling a mass production.
Furthermore, the life of Goldsmith could not be the same when the Second Empire
collapsed in 1870, ending the centuries of court patronage which had been the most affluent
input for the artists’ careers. By many connoisseurs including from private collectors to
prominent museum institutions, a big collection of the precious circlet metals is well
preserved around the world and even available for purchase and wear in the secondary
market. It is certainly fascinating and thankful to know of different channels where we can
delve into to discover the depth of knowledge embedded in small circlet objects.
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[Room #1] Beginning of the History of Love Rings
Inventory #

Image

Caption

Inventory #

Image

Caption

IMG.1

Signet Ring with the Depiction of Penelope
Crimea, circa 450 B.C.
Hermitage Museum. П.1854-25

IMG.8

Wedding Ring
Rome, 3rd Century AD
The British Museum, 1917,0501.208

IMG.2

Gilded copper ring with Eros
Classical Greek, Hellenistic, 350 - 300 B.C.
British Museum. 1888,0601.1

IMG.9

Gold signet-ring
Byzantine, 6-7th century AD
British Museum, AF.231

IMG.3

Gold Ring with a Herakles-knot bezel
Hellenistic, 300 B.C.
British Museum. 1917,0501.913

IMG.10

Marriage Ring
Byzantine, 6th Century AD
Arts the Walters Museum, 57.1715

IMG.4

An iron wedding ring
Rome, 1st - 2nd Century AD
British Musuem

IMG.11

Gold Marriage Ring
Byzantine 6-7th Century
The Met, L.2015.72.5

IMG.5

Roman Key ring
Rome, 1st - 2nd Century AD

IMG.12

Shroud of a Woman Wearing a Fringed Tunic
Roman Period, 170-200 AD
The Met, 09.181.8

IMG.6

Wedding Ring
Rome, 3-4th Century AD
Art the Walters Museum. 57.1824

IMG.13

Fragment of a Painted Mummy Shroud
Roman Egyptian, late 2nd-3rd Century AD
The Met, X.390

IMG.7

A Roman Gold Marriage Ring
Rome, Circa 3rd Century AD
Private Collection

IMG.14

Painted terracotta sarcophagus of Seianti
Hanunia Tlesnasa
Etruscan, Italy 250 BC- 150 BC
1887,0402.1
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[Room #2] 1200 - 1500: Re-emergence of Betrothal Rings
Inventory #

R.1

Image

Caption

Inventory #

Gold ring set with a cabochon sapphire
Europe, c. 1200-1300
V&A, M.181-1975

Image

Caption

R.8

A Delicate Knot Ring
France, 15th Century
Les Enluminures, 427

R.2

Fede Ring
Italy, 1400-1500
V&A, 847-1871

R.9

Gold Ring with an onyx cameo of a female
bust
Inscribed "You must be satisfied with one
glance"
France, 15th Century
V&A, M. 190-1962

R.3

Gold Fede Ring
England, 15th Century
V&A, M.204-1975

R.10

Gold Love Ring
France, 15th Century
British Museum, AF. 1077

R.4

Fede Ring
England, late 15th/16th century
Private Collection

R.5

Gold ring, depicting the Annunciation and the
Virgin Mary
Inscribed "All for You"
England, 1400-1500
V&A, M. 195-1975

R.6

Gold ring with St. Paul
England, 1400-1500
Inscribed "Without Departing"
V&A, M.194-1975

R.7

Late Medieval Gimmel Ring
Late Medieval Period
British Museum, AF.919

IMG.15

Portrait of Pope Innocent III
(Gavignano or Anagni, 1160-Perugia, 1216),
fresco, by an unknown artist, ca 1219, detail.
Subiaco Monastery (Sacro Speco), Subiaco,
Italy.

IMG.16

Confirmation of the Rule
(the seventh of the tweity-eight scenes of the
Legend of Saint Francis: Pope Innocent III
confirms the rule of the new Franciscan
community), 1297-99
Fresco, Upper Church, San Francesco, Assisi

IMG.17

IMG.18
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Portrait of Tommaso di Folco Portinari
(1428–1501); Maria Portinari (Maria
Maddalena Baroncelli, born 1456)
Hans Memling, 1470
The Met, 14.40.626-27
Egerton Master, Tibetan Girls Receiving
Rings,
Marco Polo, Book of the Marvels of the
World, Paris, c. 1410-1412
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS
fr.2810, f. 52v (detail)

[Room #3] Jewish Wedding Ring
Inventory #

R.11

Image

Caption

R.12

Jewish Wedding Ring
Central or Eastern Europe, 18th - 19th
Century
Les Enluminures Catalogue, 619

R.13

Jewish Wedding Ring
Central or Eastern Europe, 19th Century
Les Enluminures Catalogue, 528

R.14

Inventory #

Jewish Betrothal Ring
Eastern Europe or Italian, 17th or 19th
Century
The Met, 17.190.996

R.17

Jewish Wedding Ring
Italy, 16th Century
V&A, 864-1871

R.15

Jewish Wedding Ring
Central or Eastern Europe, 18th Century
Les Enluminures Catalogue, 526

R.16

Jewish Wedding Ring
Germany , 14th C
The Met, Thüringisches Landesamt für
Denkmalpflege und Archäologie, Weimar
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Image

Caption
Wedding ring
Venice or Germany, 17th or 19th Century
The British Museum, WB. 196

IMG.19

A Jewish Wedding in Morocco
Eugene Delacroix, 1837-41
Musée du Louvre

IMG.20

Portrait of a Couple as Isaac and Rebecca,
known as ‘The Jewish Bride’
Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn, c. 1665 - c.
1669
Rijks Museum, SK-C-216

IMG.21

Marriage Contract (Ketubbah)
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1617
Bridegroom: David Curiel
The Stieglitz Collection: Masterpieces of
Jewish Art
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem, B86.0153;
179/346

IMG.22

Marriage Contract (Ketubbah)
Rome, Italy, 1734
Bridesgroom: Gabrie… son of Hezekiah Amron
Bride: Simha daughter of Shabbtai Misegni
The Stieglitz Collection: Masterpieces of
Jewish Art
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem, B86.0156;
179/349

[Room #4] The Emergence of Diamond in Love Story
Inventory #

R.18

Image

Caption
Ring of Mary of Burgundy
Burgundy, fifteenth century Gold and
diamonds Vienna, Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Kunstkammer
Eleven diamonds form a capital M. A crown
and the small letters ‘chi’ or ‘cli’ can be seen
on the ring. The meaning of this is unclear.

Inventory #

Image

Caption

IMG.23

Maria von Burgund (1458-1482), Halbfigur
im Profil
Niklas Reiser, 1500
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien,
Gemäldegalerie, 4400

R.19

Octahedral Diamond Ring
Rome, 3rd early - 4th Century
The Met, L.2015.73.4

IMG.24

Kaiser Maximilian I.
Albrecht Dürer, 1519
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien,
Gemäldegalerie, 825

R.20

Renaissance Diamond Ring
Netherlands, c 1500
The Met, L.2015.72.16

IMG.25

Mary of Burgundy's Book of Hours
Manuscript (Codex Vindobonensis 1857),
1470s
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna

R.21

A Love Ring with Diamond and Ruby
Germany, ca. 1500
V&A, M. 1-1959

IMG.26

The wedding of Maximilian I and Mary of
Burgundy celebrated in 1477, miniature,
1524,
From the Memoires by Philippe de
Commynes (1445-1511).

R.22

Enamelled Gold Ring with a faceted hogback diamond
Europe, 1550-1600
V&A. 730-1904

IMG.27

The Betrothal of Maximilian with Mary of
Burgundy
Albrecht Dürer, 1515
Woodcut, Print
Credit: Ailsa Mellon Bruce Fund, Accession
National Gallery of Art, No. 1978.106.1

R.23

A Child's Gold Ring
: Has small circular bezel set with a cut
diamond, inscribed 'THIS SPARK WILL GROW.'
England, 17th Century
V&A, 908-1871

IMG.28

Marriage of Mary of Burgundy with
Maximilian of Austria (19 August 1477)
Image taken from page 308 of 'Geiltustreerde
geschiedenis van België ... Geheel herzien en
het hedendaagsche tijdperk bijgewerkt door
Eug. Hubert'
MOKE, Henri Guillaume. 1885
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[Room #5] From the Renaissance to the 19th Century
Inventory #

Image

Caption

Inventory #

Image

Caption

R.24

Renaissance Posy Ring “Providence Divine Hath
Made Thee Mine”
England, ca. 1600-1650
The Met, L.2015.72.48

R.35

Gold Fede Ring
England (?), 16th Century
The Met L.2015.72.51

R.25

Posy Ring, "I long to have but blush to crave'
England, 17th century
Les Enluminures, 858

R.36

A Gold Ring with Playful Sculpted Dogs
Western Europe (Italy), mid-16th Century
Les Enluminures, 396

R.26

Gimmel Ring with heart and fede motif
Germany, 1600-1650
V&A, M.224-1975

R.37

Masquerade Ring
Western Europe, Italy, c. 1760
Gold, diamonds, ruby, enamel
Les Enluminures, 844

R.27

Gimmel Fede Ring with Inscrpition "Gage
D'Amitie"
Probably England, 1750
Les Enluminures, 734

R.38

Gold Ring with a Venetian carnival figure
Italy, 1650-1700
Gold, enamelled and set with table-cut
diamonds
V&A, M.231-1975

R.28

Enamelled Gold Fede Ring
England, 1706
V&A 302-1869

R.39

Gold Ring with the initials 'FDA' and a heart
Germany, mid 16th Century
V&A, M.2-1959

R.29

Revitalist Ring with Hand Holfing a Heart
Italy, Rome, signed Castellani, c. 1860-1870
Les Enluminures Catalogue

R.40

Roman Intaglio Ring
with Cupid, the god of love, and a bird
Europe, 1800-1869
V&A, 1819-1869

R.30

Renaissance Gimmel Ring with Memento
Mori
Germany, 1631
The Met, L.2015.73.1

IMG.29

A Young Woman Aged 29,
An unknown artist, (probably) Germany, 1582
V&A. 4833-1857

R.31

Renaissance Gemstone Ring
Western Europe, late 16th to early 17th
century
Les Enlumiures 362-3

IMG.30

Portrait of Eleanor of Toledo
Agnolo Bronzino, 1543
National Gallery in Prague, O 11971

R.32

A Gold, Enamel and Ruby 'Fede' and
Quadruple Gimmel Ring
Germany, circa 1580-1640
Private Collection

IMG.31

Mary, Queen of Scots
François Clouet, 1558
Royal Collection Trust, RCIN 401229

R.33

Diamond Ring
Europe, ca. 1760
The Met, 55.32

IMG.32

Mary Nevill or Neville, Baroness Dacre, and
her son Gregory Fiennes, 10th Baron Dacre
Hans Eworth (1559)

R.34

Gold Ring
Germany, 1550-1650
V&A. 896-1871

IMG.33

Suitor Accepted
Jean-Frédéric Schall, 1788
Copyright at the Athenaeum
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[Room #6] Behind Scenes: The Craftsmanship of Goldsmiths
Inventory #

Image

Caption

Inventory #

Image

Caption

IMG.34

The Gold Merchant and His Wife
Quentin Massys, 1514
Louvre Museum, INV. 1444

IMG.38

Le Livre de Bijouterie
Thiry, Léonard (Designer)
Rosso Fiorentino, born 1494 - died 1540
(Designer)
Boyvin, René (engraver)
de la Houve, Paul (Published), mid 16th
century
V&A, E.397-1926

IMG.35

A Goldsmith in his Shop
Petrus Christus, 1449
The Met, 1975.1.110

IMG.39

Casket of Jewels on a Table
Pieter Gerritsz van Toestraten. 1600-50
Private Collection

IMG.36

St. Eligius in his Workshop detail
Manuel Deutsch, 1515
Museum of Fine Arts Berne,

IMG.40

Goldsmith, Hausbuch der Mendelschen
Zwölfrüderstiftung,
Nüremberg, 1426-1549
Nüremberg, Stadtbibliothek, Amb. 317.2º, f.
88 (detail)

IMG.37

Portrait of a Young Woman
Lorenzo di Credi, 1490-1500
The Met, 43.86.5
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Images for the Courtyard and Other Use (ex. Invitation card, booklet)
Inventory #

Image

Caption

Inventory #

IMG.41

The Engagement
Lucas van Leyden, 1527
Royal Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp

IMG.45

IMG.42

The Marriage of the Virgin
Raffaello Sanzio (Raphael), 1504
Brera Pinacoteca, Inv 336

IMG.46

IMG.43

The Reception of Helen at Troy
Circle of Antonio Vivarini, 1468
Arts the Walter Museum, 37.1180

IMG.47

IMG.44

Duke of Berry receives a ring
Livre des Proprietes des choses

Image

Caption

Madame Moitessier
Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, 1851
National Gallery of Art, 1946.7.18

A Portrait of a Married Couple
Cornelis de Vos, 1620
Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands
Art Collection, NK 1791
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The Wedding of Stephen Beckingham and
Mary Cox
William Hogarth, 1729
The Met, 36.111
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